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About This Content

For everyone who is bored by the tedious noise along the highway, we've got something for your eardrums. The Fernbus
Simulator Multimedia Package doesn't just contain mo 5d3b920ae0

Title: Fernbus Simulator - Multimedia Package
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
TML-Studios
Publisher:
 Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2017

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7/8/8.1/10 (64bit only)

Processor: Intel Core i5 Process

English,German

fernbus simulator - multimedia package. fernbus simulator multimedia dlc. fernbus simulator media markt. fernbus simulator
multimedia dlc. fernbus simulator media markt. fernbus simulator - multimedia package. fernbus simulator multimedia dlc
download. fernbus simulator multimedia dlc download

Can someone add me. Can someone add me. This DLC adds a playlist of songs to play on your bus while driving. It is worth it if
you get bored with the driving and don't want to use your media player to listen ot some songs. The songs are pretty varied but
they are more or less fitting into the pop-dance category. They are mostly in english with coments from the radio DJs in
german.. I really like this for atmosphere but one thing is missing. A Metal station. This is Germany after all, the capital of
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Power Metal. Give me a Metal station for next DLC :).. Very good pop songs, i love listening to this while driving. It's a great
addition to the game. And the german language in this radio helps making me feel like i am in Germany. (I am not in Germany
in real life). Go ahead and buy it if you can get it cheap.. Cheap and cheerful - not much else to say :).. DO NOT BUY
ANYTHING FROM THIS SCAMMING COMPANY ! They take your money and leave the game behind and invest the money
in another moneygrabber and repeat. DEVS promised in 2016 for Forcefeedback - 2018 now and still such thing dont exist. No
communication what so ever about if they are working on it or other plans. August 2017 Devs promised Editor tools for the map
and said it will be available after gamescon 2017 -2018 now and still no editor.. Cheap and cheerful - not much else to say :)..
Cheap and cheerful - not much else to say :).
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